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Knife Use / Sharps Example JSA 
 

 Describes the correct type of knife to use for specific jobs  
 Describes correct steps to take when using a knife  
 Describes the hazards of knife use and techniques to minimize, eliminate or avoid them 
 Describes the correct PPE to use 
 

This JSA should be reviewed and revised as needed to meet site/operation specific hazards.  All participants in the process must sign JSA. 

 

SONOCO JOB SAFETY ANALYSIS KNIFE/BOX OPENER USE 

OPERATION  DATE  SUPERVISOR  

 

SAFETY EQUIPMENT 

 

Safety Shoes   

Cutting Glove   

 

JOB STEPS SAFETY HAZARDS SAFE PROCEDURES 

Knife use 
Cuts, lacerations, 

punctures 

A. Use cut resistant glove to hold item to be cut 

B. Keep knives sharp, makes knife easier to cut, less pressure needed 

C. Use correct knife for job: 

 Paring: paring (trimming away a layer or part) fruits and vegetables 

 French: used to chop vegetables 

 Cleaver: used to crack bones 

 Boning: used to slice meat 

 Slicer: used for slicing prepared meats and breads 

D. Use of a cutting board (place a towel under board to prevent board from 

slipping while in use): place product to be cut on board 

E. Always cut away from body> Do not hack, use smooth cutting strokes 

F. Let falling knives fall; never attempt to catch them. 

G. Do not get distracted, pay attention to what you are cutting 

H. Do not get in a hurry, take your time 

Knife cleaning and 

storing 

Cuts, lacerations, 

punctures 

A. Always clean knife immediately after use 

B. Do not place knife in sink and leave without washing.  It becomes 

invisible 

C. Never store knives with other utensils, store in provided rack or drawer 

with other knives 

D. Do not store in rack with blade exposed 

E. Always carry knife with blade pointed down and sharp edge to the back 

F. Never leave knife on edge of counter or other surface  

Box opener use 
Cuts laceration, 

punctures 

A. Keep sharp blade in opener, cuts easier with less pressure  

B. Angle opener downward toward item to be cut 

C. Always cut away from body 

D. Cup fingers, holding item to be cut down with knuckles 

E. Do not get distracted, pay attention to what you are cutting 

F. Do not get in a hurry, take your time 

G. When task is complete, retract blade back into handle 

 


